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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

How to Prepare for Amazon Prime Day - Prime Day 2019 will be two days: July 15
and 16 

Prime Day’s Best Sellers by Year. What will people buy on Prime Day 2019?
"Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's" Jeff could do this but sanctions would
be announced by Prince Salman with his Bone Saw's on Amazon Prime... grin! 

7-12-2019 Amazon founder Jeff Bezos to wed 4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous
Marriage to win a Nobel for Amazon. 

7-12-2019 Paris; Perot Ross Mission to cure cancer in 1980 Iran. When Patients
Need Opioids to Ease the Pain. Some patients genuinely need powerful painkillers to
make their excruciating existence at least somewhat tolerable. Dr. Mikkael
Sekeres (@MikkaelSekeres) is director of the leukemia program at the Cleveland
Clinic. NY Times By Mikkael A. Sekeres, M.D. wrote the article on pain of
leukemia, censoring out Ross Perot who just died from Leukemia in pain or full of
Opioids... Ross Perot on his death bed full of Opioids. 1980 Iran mission to cure
cancer in Pain Today. Texas Poker Hold them... you will never die from cancer
talk. "The drugs had also inflamed and eroded the tissue lining the inside of his
mouth and esophagus. The pain that resulted made it nearly impossible for him to
consume even the thinnest of liquids. One patient told me that with this condition,
called mucositis, drinking water was like trying to swallow glass." Gina on Breast
Cancer Torture, calling Ross Perot his son for a Rx Pink Recipe Cure. ASAP. No
Iran is still a Mission!! 
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7-12-2019 King of Sweden could get this Jew Award for ending all gas stations on
Earth. Raoul Wallenberg Award, honoring his lifetime of humanitarian service. The
award is named for the Swedish diplomat who saved thousands of Jews from the
Nazis. Swedish diplomats and $777 Trillion in Blood Money from Prince Salman
Today. Raoul Wallenberg Award to Prince Salman for $1 Trillion in blood money
paid out to... 

7-12-2019 Insult Inept CIA's Oil Revenue's Era at Price Salman's Mecca now the
Richest Place on Earth $$$ 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Wounded Warriors running the same Prince Harry TV
ads talking money from the 4 girls looking into the Apple Window wanting iMac and
Mac Book Pro's when Wounded Warriors want Hotel and Gas money. 
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7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Climate Change Fills Hurricanes With More Rain,
Analysis Shows" By KENDRA PIERRE-LOUIS 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Climate Changing Diesel and Gas Exhaust Fills DNA with
more poison gasses than Kendra Pierre-Louis at the NY Times can censor out of
her article! By KENDRA PIERRE-LOUIS 

7-12-2019 CIA Pay Back all Gas Money from 1980 to 2019. Give it to the 4 Girls
looking into the Apple Window wanting a iMac and Mac Book Pro all these years. All
these years 1980 to 2019 the 4 girls were standing in the Apple Window wanting
the names of the CIA who drive 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into secret times. "C.I.A.
headquarters in Langley, Va. An agency spokesman said “protecting officers’
identities from foreign adversaries is critical.”CreditCreditLarry Downing/Reuters"
CIA apply perpetually 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. C.I.A.’s proposal “seriously
expands or Killed everyone on Earth and all Jewish Aliens at Sirius. was “no longer
valid” because “organizations such as WikiLeaks” are willing to go to great lengths
to publish government secrets, UN will not mention the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR let
alone WikiLeaks or the British BBC. Senate Intelligence Committee unveiled it gave
Prince Salman $777 Trillion and a few bone saws not for Medical Students. CIA is
letting the NY Times and NYC Turning Its Thousands of Roofs Into Solar Power
when they know its obsolete with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's" By PATRICK
MCGEEHAN Pat McGeehan's felony reporting on solar instead of WindmillCAR's.
NYC seeking revenge on gas stations the hold up men sucker punch any women
driving into a NYC gas station during a hold up... Seeking Revenge, Taliban Target
Afghan Soldiers’ Families. 
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7-12-2019 ...insult Inept 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Fleets of 100's Heavylift Helicopters Picking Orange's,
Fig's, Cashew's, and high tech packaging of them inside the helicopter" By JOSE
A. DEL REAL and NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS - "A Southern California
Without Orange Groves? One of the Last Could Soon Be Gone" By JOSE A. DEL
REAL and NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS A Southern California Without Gas
Stations on the Winds of the Heavylift Helicopter Combines." By JOSE A. DEL
REAL and NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept "Council for environmental protection at the Élysée
Palace in Paris" "And Ms. de Rugy’s defense was undercut by a photograph of her
smiling in front of a bottle of Mouton-Rothschild 2004, worth about $560, and not
exactly what most French people would call a gros rouge — an ordinary cause of
breast cancer masterminded by George Orwell Down and Out in London and Paris
without MD's cutting out the cause of breast cancer until the French Los Alamos
invents the Breast Cancer Cure Rx Recipe." Heart attack Food is one of the
ultimate symbols of class and privilege in France, can these upper Class French be
retrained like Amazon pickers to pick food and wine that don't cause heart attacks
and breast cancers. MD Menu Maker is No. 4 in the government hierarchy, well
maybe No. 840. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept "Star Wars Effort; The Jewish Exodus to Sirius"
"U.A.E. Pulls Most Forces From Yemen in Blow to Saudi War Effort" By DECLAN
WALSH and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK USA needs to pull $777 Trillion in Oil and
Gas Revenues from UAE and Saudi Arabia for "Star Wars Efforts, Inventions!" 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept "1984 Politicians Don’t Actually Care What Voters
Want" By JOSHUA KALLA and ETHAN PORTER 1984 Politicians have the gas
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engine car when everyone would want a Los Alamos Manhattan Project to invent the
Gravity Engine. Besides Gravity Engine everyone wants live streaming videos of
Jewish Aliens at Sirius and last No Gas Stations on Earth. 1984 Politicians can
host the Special Olympics like Trump and Ivanka and avoid War Crimes for causing
the birth defects selling diesel and gasoline from Saudi Arabia. "Irate Houseguest,
Asked to Leave, Set Fatal Fire in Queens" By AARON RANDLE, MICHAEL GOLD
and ANDREA SALCEDO Look at the picture of the cop in the fiery cop car burned
to death in a rear end crash writing a ticket on the side of the road, 100's
thousands of these fiery wreck and no one arrested for selling gasoline. House
Guest is Prince Salman and he watched the reruns of fiery wrecks with the flashing
lights. Mental Health issues of Prince Salman are well know in Canada, Trump will
catch on fire, catch on soon. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept 400 Times Faster than the Speed of Light in a Verizon
Cell call to Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Putin is still playing War Games financed via
$777 Trillion oil money. No Gas Stations Coup is stalled. "But the problem runs far
deeper. A breach with Turkey over the S-400 casts into question the future of
the Incirlik air base, a critical post for American forces in the region. And while
American officials never discuss it in public, the base is also the storage site for
scores of American tactical nuclear weapons, a leftover of the Cold War." Star
Wars Exodus by Jews Today stuck in the Cold War Nuke Garage and the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR garages world wide. "But the problem runs far deeper with
NASA news of 12 Trillion Galaxies... 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Wounded Warriors of Prince Harry raising money for
Hotels and gas after killing the wife coming home from War in Afigastan. "Ignored
in Russia, Domestic Abuse Victims Try European Courts In a first, the European
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg found in favor of one woman whose pleas for
help were ignored by the Russian police." By ANDREW HIGGINS General Calls
Rushed Troop Withdrawal From Afghanistan a ‘Strategic Mistake’ Gen. Mark A.
Milley’s comments came during his Senate confirmation hearing for chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff." By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF Joint Chiefs of Staff Rush
to Close Every Gas Station On Earth after the Victory over Mecca and Allah
meeting... or order $777 Trillion in War Toys from MIT... 
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7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Rushed Troop Withdrawal From Afghanistan a ‘Strategic
Mistake’ 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Rushed to Close Every Gas Station On Earth ‘Strategic
Mistake’ 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept "Star War's is Winnable with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR closing down all gas stations on Earth and Confiscating $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks." 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Today's Oil Men @ 1984. "Riverside Church is
recognized for its soaring Gothic sanctuary in Morningside Heights, built in 1930 by
John D. Rockefeller and styled after a cathedral in France. Yet it has gained
wider prominence for its devotion to social justice causes... 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's! Gas Driven Pope Francis must alienated many who can see the front
page of the NY Times with Mecca's Riches from Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups
from 1980 to 2019. 100's of Trillions of dollars. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept NoT; West Point Medical School and Yale Key West
Medical School, both will give advice and ASAP treatment when the blood test
results come back. "Alexa Now Gives U.K. Users N.H.S. Medical Advice. Britain’s
National Health Service will offer health information through Amazon’s Alexa,
prompting questions about privacy and market advantage." 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Pain Story in the NY Times for Breast Cancer women,
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waiting for the Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Rx Starbucks Latte. When Patients
Need Opioids to Ease the Pain. Some patients genuinely need powerful painkillers to
make their excruciating existence at least somewhat tolerable. Dr. Mikkael
Sekeres (@MikkaelSekeres) is director of the leukemia program at the Cleveland
Clinic. NY Times By Mikkael A. Sekeres, M.D. wrote the article on pain of
leukemia, there was no one at the NY Times to write a article on the pain of
breast cancer... why? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know Why!!! 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Super Computer Simulations like a Einstein when Amazon
comes out with this Kindle on Prime Days July 15 and 16. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept No iMac Computer Lab at Central Park’s Starbucks
Castle. Gets a $12 Million Fairy-Tale Makeover. Inept as No iMac's at $13,384. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Experts believe the AI techniques that drive this and
similar systems could be used in Wall Street trading, Day Traders. Oil Traders are
all Oil Men looking in the Direction of the Pentagon not Facing Mecca for the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Other A.I. systems have managed to solve complex
games that involve at least some hidden information. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept 12 Trillion Galaxies hidden information run on AI
program. 
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7-12-2019 ...insult Inept 4 Trillion Rx Recipe's for Breast Cancer Starbucks
Latte. Pluribus learned the nuances of Texas Hold ’Em by playing trillions of hands
against itself. After each hand was done, it would evaluate each decision,
determining whether a different choice would have produced a better result. The
hard part was creating the detailed algorithm that analyzed the results of each of
the 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets, hidden recipes. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Of course, the real world is even more complex than a
game of no-limit Texas Hold ’Em... Texas has old and did have Ross Perot before
he died. The Real world has 12 Trillion Galaxies Texas refused to play with.Ross
Perot, the Doctor of Texas Warriors amazed the nation with audacious paramilitary
missions to Vietnam and Iran, The cause was leukemia, in pain or drugged out on
opium. Dr. Mikkael Sekeres (@MikkaelSekeres) is director of the leukemia program
at the Cleveland Clinic. 

7-12-2019 ...insult Inept Elite AI has been used to keep Prince Salman in Oil
Money even after Bone Saw Murders... Jews run the Swiss Banks too so this is not
an inept AI program, grin $$$ 
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7-12-2019 CIA Pay Back all Gas Money from 1980 to 2019. Give it to the 4 Girls
looking into the Apple Window wanting a iMac and Mac Book Pro all these years. All
these years 1980 to 2019 the 4 girls were standing in the Apple Window wanting
the names of the CIA who drive 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into secret times. "C.I.A.
headquarters in Langley, Va. An agency spokesman said “protecting officers’
identities from foreign adversaries is critical.”CreditCreditLarry Downing/Reuters"
CIA apply perpetually 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. C.I.A.’s proposal “seriously
expands or Killed everyone on Earth and all Jewish Aliens at Sirius. was “no longer
valid” because “organizations such as WikiLeaks” are willing to go to great lengths
to publish government secrets, UN will not mention the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR let
alone WikiLeaks or the British BBC. Senate Intelligence Committee unveiled it gave
Prince Salman $777 Trillion and a few bone saws not for Medical Students. CIA is
letting the NY Times and NYC Turning Its Thousands of Roofs Into Solar Power
when they know its obsolete with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's" By PATRICK
MCGEEHAN Pat McGeehan's felony reporting on solar instead of WindmillCAR's.
NYC seeking revenge on gas stations the hold up men sucker punch any women
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driving into a NYC gas station during a hold up... Seeking Revenge, Taliban Target
Afghan Soldiers’ Families. 

 

7-11-2019 ...insult Inept Hawaii Telescope Project, Long Disputed, Approaches
Construction - NASA Super Shuttle Challenger in a Train of 100's of Super
Shuttle's many Telescope projects with a repair crew. $777 Trillion is more than
enough money for NASA, someone who is not inept took all these trillions from
NASA. 

7-11-2019 ...insult Inept Inept; Trump is not the only one who walked out on Kim
at this Nobel Project to stop drinking! What is my legal or ethical responsibility to
report a physician with a substance-abuse problem? He was reported to the state
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20 years ago, but the issue has not abated at all. He doesn’t drink when he is on
call but is known to frequent certain bars and to drink to excess at every social
function. That includes practice- and hospital-based parties. He has been spoken
to, but nothing appears to change his behavior. He doesn’t become aggressive or
nasty, but his behavior is sloppy and loud. We also know he drives after these
functions, and no one tries to stop him. My concern is that the next time he leaves
a party and no one stops him, should he hurt or kill someone, those of us who know
about his issues would bear some responsibility. Apple notes for this invention
project when you are reading physics.com 

7-11-2019 ...insult Inept; DIAGNOSIS: Routine Testing for Liver Problems;
Routine to run the super computer simulation in your head if you know all about
Liver Problems and their art of the diagnosis. Get this super computer simulations
with the input in a Kindle of NY Times Video. 

7-11-2019 ...insult Inept; The doctor hypothesized that the man’s liver had been
a little inflamed from some minor injury — maybe a virus or other exposure — and
the antibiotic, which is cleared through the liver, somehow added insult to injury.
Yale Key West Medical School and the West Point Medical School on 9-11-2029. 

7-11-2019 CIA Pay Back all Gas Money from 1980 to 2019. Give it to the 4 Girls
looking into the Apple Window wanting a iMac and Mac Book Pro all these years. All
these years 1980 to 2019 the 4 girls were standing in the Apple Window wanting
the names of the CIA who drive 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into secret times. "C.I.A.
headquarters in Langley, Va. An agency spokesman said “protecting officers’
identities from foreign adversaries is critical.”CreditCreditLarry Downing/Reuters"
CIA apply perpetually 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. C.I.A.’s proposal “seriously
expands or Killed everyone on Earth and all Jewish Aliens at Sirius. was “no longer
valid” because “organizations such as WikiLeaks” are willing to go to great lengths
to publish government secrets, UN will not mention the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR let
alone WikiLeaks or the British BBC. Senate Intelligence Committee unveiled it gave
Prince Salman $777 Trillion and a few bone saws not for Medical Students. CIA is
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letting the NY Times and NYC Turning Its Thousands of Roofs Into Solar Power
when they know its obsolete with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's" By PATRICK
MCGEEHAN Pat McGeehan's felony reporting on solar instead of WindmillCAR's.
NYC seeking revenge on gas stations the hold up men sucker punch any women
driving into a NYC gas station during a hold up... Seeking Revenge, Taliban Target
Afghan Soldiers’ Families. 

7-11-2019 Glory of Naples with an iMac at every table at every Starbucks in
Naples. 36 Hours in Naples, Italy The seaside city’s charms — the Baroque
excess, the indulgent cuisine, the mesmerizing fugue state of it all — beckon as
they did in its glory days... Glory of the invention projects times coming to Naples
Italy Masterminded by CIA agents in the USA. Payback for using gas stations from
1980 to 2019. 1980 Naples Italy with Ford WindmillCAR's has been lost to God by
the many Popes who took the oil riches from every city in Italy. A terrible sin! 

7-11-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates earned $1,000,000,000 Teachers Say. They
Want Them to Pay it Back on iMac's @ $13,384 each at every cafe table at every
Starbucks in Paris and the USA. 

7-11-2019 Rain Pounds New Orleans as a Hurricane Is Expected to Form in the
Gulf - Trump walked out of this Hurricane Nobel Prize with Kim sitting at his side
wondering if the British were right that he is inept. 

7-11-2019 Buddhists Go to War: over Prince Salmans Blood Money for Gas
Stations Sales... U.S. Accuses Iran of ‘Nuclear Extortion’ and Vows More
Buddhists will go to War for Oil's Blood Money of $1 Trillion in the last few
Months via Prince Salman. "Reporters Without Borders Urges Saudi Arabia to Free
30 Jailed Journalists" By MEGAN SPECIA Megan Specia censored out free the $1
Trillion and riches beyond belief from Mecca in Saudi Arabia. "Iraqi Refugee Is
Convicted in Germany of Raping and Murdering Teenage Girl" By MELISSA EDDY
Melissa Eddy at the NY Times censored all the Teen Girls at Gas Stations world
wide at the gas station hold up in Miami, Cuba, World Wide and knows why gas
station hold up pictures and stats are not front page picture of the NY Times the
last 2 days... 
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7-11-2019 Key West; Today Sunny, warm. "A tropical storm is expected to form
over the northern Gulf of Mexico by Thursday, the National Hurricane Center said,
prompting the city of New Orleans to begin closing flood gates, officials to warn
residents and oil companies to start shutting down offshore platforms and coastal
operations." 

7-11-2019 ...oil companies to start shutting down offshore platforms, on orders
from the CIA. 

7-11-2019 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out. earliest desktop systems in the
1980s included a basic “notepad” program. But digital note-taking tools have been
improving rapidly. Far beyond simple typed text, you can now save photos, audio
and video clips, web links, sketches and more — all on your smartphone. Saved in
your thoughts as many of the 1,001 IP invention projects as possible. Notes for
the rest, grin. Blowing in the Winds are the Miracle cures as you read the Medical
Journals and Medical literature, Physics.com. Today they are not writing
Physics.com for you to get a invention but tomorrow they will be writing AI Physics
for inventors. Google Keep and Apple’s Notes apps easily handle basic text input,
but can do so much more, too. Physics.com needs some super computer simulations
in every article in their menu. At least try to make a super computer simulation for
every article in their Menu same for the Los Almaos menu of articles. Kindle ready
super computer simulations are coming soon as Jeff gets married to 4 MD Wife's.
Apple’s Notes app has a few tricks of its own, like quick formatting for checklists.
At the top of this check list keep how penicillin burst the cell wall, though no one
knows how it works it just does. by J.D. Biersdorfer @jdbiersdorfer Super
computer simulations of the kidney in this NY Times article, Initiative to Improve
Care for Kidney Disease. Many super computer simulations of the kidney transplant
will give medical students ideas on how to do a Star Wars kidney transplant in half
the time. 

7-11-2019 Helsinki, where the metro-area population has grown to about 1.5
million, according to Statistics Finland. 4.5 Billion and Helsinki's holds their fate
hostage for oil money... $$$ Yes Prince Salman has paid blood money to the ruling
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class in Helsinki, the CIA has the audio and video, grin! Jyvaskyla, Lahti and Kuopio
— have seen strong demand for newer homes, keeping the housing ma. rket
buoyant, Mr. Hiltunen said. “Older people have sold their single-family homes and
moved to modern city apartments next to the public services,” he said. They are
nothing like the 40,000 Trump Towers built in Saudi Arabia and Qatar, UAE.
Trump Towers eureka moments, 40,000 have been built from 1980 to 2019. Next
40,000 will generate their own electricity and it will be free giving inventors an
eureka moment of generous electricity for all your GE appliances. Eureka for GE.
Time's Eureka! Helsinki sinks all gas stations Eureka! 

7-11-2019 El Chapo Earned $12,666,181,704, Prosecutors Say. They Want Him
to Pay It Back. 

7-11-2019 Amazon @ Star Wars Millions of Driver’s Licenses Scanned by Facial
Recognition No! 2 or 3 Billion Drivers license World Wide are specs of GPS on a
computer screen. Law Enforcement can click on, talk to you live streaming, face to
face on video in HD. 

7-10-2019 Paris; 4 Wife's MD discussion about how the brain seems to function in
a "critical" state of War - War on Pink Cancer Salk, Einstein, Edison, Nobel,
Pasteur Breakthroughts and Animal Farm's Windmill. Physics-inspired data analysis
married to 4 MD Wife's. How long will it take us to get to the Windmill bombed by
the Elite French Oil Men and Prince Salman? Zoom in on Pink Cancer Cure and
Exodus to Sirius. Single-cell recordings go back at least 70 years, but have been
eclipsed by new ways of recording many neurons at once. 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. New ways to invent.
Antennae light years long. 

7-10-2019 Ross Perot, the Doctor of Texas Warriors amazed the nation with
audacious paramilitary missions to Vietnam and Iran, The cause was leukemia, one
more Nobel in Medicine lost to Wounded Warriors from 1776 England. Eagle Scout,
a Navy officer out of Annapolis, a top I.B.M. salesman. In 1969, he became a
kind of folk hero with a quixotic attempt to fly medicine and food to American
prisoners of war in North Vietnam. Mr. Perot with his wife, Margot, far left, and
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children in March 1987 at the Waldorf Astoria in Manhattan, where he received
the Raoul Wallenberg Award, honoring his lifetime of humanitarian service. The
award is named for the Swedish diplomat who saved thousands of Jews from the
Nazis. Swedish diplomats and $777 Trillion in Blood Money from Prince Salman
Today. Raoul Wallenberg Award to Prince Salman for $1 Trillion. George Orwell
Today. 

7-10-2019 25 Trump Towers next to the White House!! 

7-10-2019 25 Trump Towers in Hanoi for the Yale Hanoi Medical School. Trump
walked out on this with Kim in Hanoi. British called Trump inept, the MD writing up
Trumps lost Nobels in Medicine will go into more diagnosis to help Ivanka when she
is President. Fly medicine and food to American prisoners of war in North Vietnam.
Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 when Greg Flew into Key West Was Bombed
by Perot's Texas Navy. So after reading this will Hanoi build 25 Kin Towers for
the New Medical School in Hanoi 2019? Officers of the Global Lyme Alliance and a
woman incapacitated by Lyme criticize an article depicting the disease as easy to
treat... in Hanoi 2019. The President of Vietnam just died in a military hospital in
Hanoi. Only the MD's ever heard of... a cytosine followed by a guanosine. The
President of Vietnam never ever heard to this! All Presidents World wide must have
a MD and soon a MD Ph.D. 

7-10-2019 Hanoi took Oil Blood Money to Keep the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR from
being 'Driven' in Hanoi; $1 Trillion, no a lot less but maybe enough to build one
Trump Tower of the Yale Hanoi Medical School in 2019. 

7-10-2019 Cars Burst into Flames in Hanoi and the Vatican, can we send in a
Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge burn unit... 

7-10-2019 Pope Francis took a lot more Oil Blood Money than Hanoi; enough to
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build the Yale Vatican Medical School 25 Trump Towers and a few Yale Vatican
Hospital Ships... a better way to spend Oil Prince Blood Money. 

7-10-2019 About 30 million American adults have chronic kidney disease, costing
Medicare a staggering $113 billion. 

7-10-2019 About 1 million Saudi Arabia and Qatar have chronic kidney disease
and cost Americans waiting their spot in line... 

7-10-2019 Trump walked out on 2 Nobels in Medicine, Sanctions on Tobacco and
Coors. President Donald Trump is directing the government to revamp the nation's
care for kidney disease, so that more people whose kidneys fail have a chance at
early transplants and home dialysis — along with better prevention so patients
don't get that sick to begin with. ...control of diabetes and high blood pressure,
the two main culprits — can help prevent further kidney deterioration... Trump
would walk out on sanctions to prevent diabetes and HBP. Of Course!! 

7-10-2019 In 1984, Mr. Perot sold Electronic Data Systems to General Motors
for $2.5 billion in cash. 

7-10-2019 1980-2019 Ford WindmillCAR's; Mr. Perot gave millions to schools,
hospitals and cultural groups. He wrote books on politics and economics, including,
“United We Stand: How We Can Take Back the Country” (1992), “Not for Sale at
Any Price: How We Can Save America for Our Children” (1993) and “Preparing Our
Country for the 21st Century” (1995). He was the subject of several biographies,
including Gerald Posner’s “Citizen Perot: His Life and Times” (1996). by Niraj
Chokshi contributed reporting from the Orwellian NY Times censoring out Ford
WindmillCAR's from this man's 'Life'. 
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7-10-2019 Jews Tour the Pentagon Garage of 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's;
Touring the Israeli Occupation: Young U.S. Jews Get an Unflinching View.
Birthright Israel, which takes young Jews to Israel, has been criticized for
ignoring the Palestinians. A Times reporter joins an alternative tour set up by J
Street, a liberal lobbying group." By DAVID M. HALBFINGER NY Times 

7-10-2019 35 Employees Committed Suicide. Will Their Bosses Go to Jail? After a
wave of worker suicides under their management, former executives at France
Télécom have been charged with the crime of “moral harassment.” 

7-10-2019 President Donald Trump and Jeffrey Epstein, the 66-year-old financier
charged this week with sex trafficking and conspiracy to commit sex trafficking,
were once the only attendees at a party at Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort in Palm
Beach, Florida, where roughly two dozen women were brought in to entertain, a
former Trump associate told The New York Times. 

7-10-2019 No Video, No Pictures in today's NY Times... Trump's Mar-a-Lago
resort in Palm Beach, Florida, where roughly two dozen women were brought in to
entertain. 

7-10-2019 24 Governors Call on Trump to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mar-aLargo... Halt Rollback on Rules for Clean Cars, make Special Olympics Birth
defects and Diesel libel into the $100's of Trillions. Washin 

7-10-2019 When Mr. Macron's Oil and Gas Company pushes the measures through
in the summer. “The government is saying this is about fighting against
precariousness,” “That’s a lie — it’s a fight against the precarious.” French Men
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have their hands on $1 Trillion in Oil Money.... precarious!! French women and
Jews are in fight to cure Breast cancer with $1 Trillion in French Oil Revenues in
the hands of Macron and the Elite French Men. No Stroke's, No Heart Attacks,
No Cardiac Arrest, No Cancer, No Disease! The Challenge of Caring for a Stroke
Patient" "A young woman’s struggle to help a husband whose brain was suddenly
scrambled." 80,000 MIT grads have been working for Prince Salman in the Oil
Fields from 1980 to 2019. Another 80,000 MIT grads gave Qatar solid natural
gas at -254 instead of giving the USA save Hydrogen at -254 C. No Gas Stations
Means No Stroke's in the USA. $1 Trillion in Blood Money via Prince Salman in the
last few months. Windfall not WindmillCAR. Rx Drug Prices World Wide paid for by
Prince Salman + French Oil Men, Grin $$$. Quality of Rx the next generation will
all be closer to a Rx Miracle Cure as the Miracle is $$$. You get what you pay for
in this case 1 billion people get a better Rx that Prince Salman pays for! 

7-10-2019 The study found more than 20 percent of the Gulls were carrying
antibiotic resistant bacteria that can cause diseases like urinary tract infections
and sepsis. The World Health Organization has warned of the increasing threat of
so-called superbugs—bacteria which have developed resistance to known antibiotics
—and called for the urgent development of a new generation of drugs. 

7-10-2019 Urgent WHO UN Yale Key West Medical School 

7-10-2019 Urgent WHO UN Yale Hanoi Medical School 

7-10-2019 Urgent WHO UN Tooth decay is among the costliest and most
widespread bacterial diseases. Virulent bacteria cause the acidification of tooth
enamel and dentin, which, in turn, causes secondary tooth decay. Dental history of
all UN and WHO employees are made public for general knowledge. 

7-10-2019 


